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Abstra t
Generalisation bounds depending on the margin of a lassi er are a relatively re ent development.
They provide an explanation of the performan e of state-of-the-art learning systems su h as Support
Ve tor Ma hines (SVM) [12℄ and Adaboost [24℄. The diÆ ulty with these bounds has been either their
la k of robustness or their looseness. The question of whether the generalisation of a lassi er an be more
tightly bounded in terms of a robust measure of the distribution of margin values has remained open for
some time. The paper answers this open question in the aÆrmative and furthermore the analysis leads to
bounds that motivate the previously heuristi soft margin SVM algorithms as well as justifying the use
of the quadrati loss in neural network training algorithms. The results are extended to give bounds for
the probability of failing to a hieve a target a ura y in regression predi tion, with a statisti al analysis
of Ridge Regression and Gaussian Pro esses as a spe ial ase. The analysis presented in the paper has
also lead to new boosting algorithms des ribed elsewhere [7℄.
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I. Introdu tion

Both theory and pra ti e have pointed to the on ept of the margin of a lassi er as being entral
to the su ess of a new generation of learning algorithms. This is expli itly true of Support Ve tor
Ma hines (SVMs) [9℄, [12℄, whi h in their simplest form implement maximal margin hyperplanes in a
high dimensional feature spa e, but has also been shown to be the ase for boosting algorithms su h as
Adaboost [24℄. In reasing the margin has been shown to implement a apa ity ontrol through datadependent stru tural risk minimisation [25℄, hen e over oming the apparent diÆ ulties of using high
dimensional feature spa es.
In the ase of SVMs a further omputatonal simpli ation is derived by never expli itly omputing the
feature ve tors, but de ning the spa e impli itly using a kernel fun tion. In ontrast Adaboost an be
viewed as a sophisti ated method of sele ting and expli itly omputing a small number of features from
a vast reservoir of possibilities.
The key bounds on the generalisation typi ally depend on the minimal distan e of the training points
from the de ision boundary [25℄, the so- alled margin of the lassi er. Ignoring log fa tors, in the realisable
ase the bound is proportional to the ratio between the fat-shattering dimension measured at a s ale
proportional to the margin and the size of the training set (see Theorem III.5). This raises on ern that
they are very brittle in the sense that a single training point an have a very signi ant in uen e on the
bound, possibly rendering the training set inseparable.
Bartlett [4℄ extended the analysis to the ase where a number of points losest to the boundary are
treated as errors and the minimal margin of the remaining points is used. The bound obtained has
the disadvantage that now the ratio of the fat-shattering dimension to training set size appears under a
square root signi antly weakening the power of the result asymptoti ally. A further problem with this
approa h is that there are no eÆ ient algorithms for even obtaining a xed ratio between the number of
mis lassi ed training points and the true minimum for linear lassi ers unless P = NP [18℄, [2℄. Hen e,
in SVM pra ti e, so- alled soft margin versions of the algorithms are used, that attempt to a hieve a
(heuristi ) ompromise between large margin and a ura y.
The question whether it is possible to onstru t more robust estimators of the margin distribution that
an be used to bound generalisation has remained open for some time [24℄. The possibility that optimising
the measure might lead to a polynomial time algorithm was hardly onsidered likely.
The urrent paper not only provides one possible answer to the open question by deriving a robust measure of the margin distribution, but it also shows that the measure an indeed be optimised eÆ iently for
linear fun tion lasses { indeed by measuring the margin distribution in two natural ways the two standard
SVM algorithms are derived. This derivation shows how the NP-hard problem of approximate agnosti
learning for linear lassi ers an be over ome by obtaining a more pre ise bound on the generalisation
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error that the lassi er aimed to minimise in the rst pla e.
Interestingly, the te hnique turns out to be equivalent to a manipulation of the kernel matrix, as well
as being related to ommon statisti al pra ti es like Ridge Regression and Shrinkage methods. There is
also a strong link with regularization.
Our analysis and bound make ru ial use of a spe ial loss fun tion, that is equivalent to the sla kvariables used in optimization theory and is related to the hinge loss. Our analysis was motivated by work
of Freund and S hapire [14℄, though their te hnique was originally introdu ed by Klasner and Simon [19℄.
Furthermore, for neural networks the riterion derived orresponds exa tly to that optimised by the
ba k-propagation algorithm using weight de ay further larifying why this algorithm appears to generalise
well when training is su essful. The bound suggests variations that might be used in the error measure
applied in the ba k-propagation algorithm.
More re ent work [7℄ has derived a pre ise boosting algorithm dire tly from the error bounds obtained
by the methods developed in this paper. This development parallels the move from hard to soft margin
in SVMs sin e the Adaboost algorithm pla es an exponentially growing penalty on the margin de it.
Finally, the results are also extended to the ase of regression where they are shown to motivate SVM
regression with linear and quadrati -insensitive loss fun tions, with ridge regression as the spe ial ase
of quadrati loss and  = 0. Note that we will refer to this loss as the -insensitive loss to avoid onfusion
with the use of  to denote the mis lassi ation probability. They provide probabilisti bounds on the
likelihood of large output errors in terms of the least squares training error.
The paper is organised as follows. After summarising our results in Se tion II, we introdu e ba kground
material in Se tion III before giving the key onstru tion in Se tion IV. Se tion V derives the results for
linear fun tion lasses using the 2-norm of the sla k variables, whi h leads naturally into a dis ussion of
the algorithmi impli ations in Se tion VI. Se tion VII extends the results to non-linear fun tion lasses,
while Se tion VIII addresses regression estimates.
II. Summary of Results

The results in this se tion will be given in the O~ notation indi ating asymptoti s ignoring log fa tors.
The aim is to give the avour of the results obtained whi h might otherwise be obs ured by the detailed
te hni alities of the proofs and pre ise bounds obtained. We should also emphasise that as with almost all
pa style bounds, there is onsiderable sla kness in the onstants. For this reason they should be regarded
as giving insight into the fa tors a e ting the generalisation performan e, rather than realisti estimates
for the error. As su h they an be used to motivate algorithms and guide model sele tion.
The rst ase onsidered is that of lassi ation using linear fun tion lasses. This therefore in ludes
the use of kernel-based learning methods su h as those used in the Support Ve tor Ma hine [12℄. The
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kernel k provides a dire t method of omputing the inner produ t between the proje tion of two inputs x
and x0 into a high dimensional feature spa e via a mapping :
k(x; x0 ) = h(x); (x0 )i:
Many algorithms for linear fun tion lasses reate weight ve tors w that an be written as a linear ombination of the training feature inputs, (x1 ); : : : ; (xm ) with oeÆ ients i . Hen e, the evaluation of a
new point x an be obtained *as
+

hw; (x)i =

X

i

i (xi ); (x)

=

X

i

i h(xi ); (x)i =

X

i

i k (xi ; x):

Provided the algorithms only make use of inner produ ts between feature ve tors then there will be no
need to expli itly ompute in the feature spa e.
When used for lassi ation the real-valued fun tion is thresholded at 0. The margin of a point is the
produ t of its label and the output of the underlying real-valued fun tion. Detailed de nitions are given
in the next se tion. The -insensitive loss fun tion measures the loss in the ase of regression by ignoring
errors that are less that  and subtra ting  from (the absolute value of) larger errors.
For the linear fun tion ase onsider a target margin about the de ision hyperplane and for training
set S let ( ( )(x;y) )(x;y)2S ) be the ve tor of the amounts by whi h the training points fail to a hieve the
margin (these orrespond to the sla k variables in some formulations of the optimisation problem { for
this reason we refer to them as the sla k variables). We bound the probability  of mis lassi ation of a
randomly hosen test point by (see Theorem V.2)


(R + k k2)2
  O~
;
jS j 2
where R is the radius of a ball about the origin whi h ontains the support of the input probability
distribution. This bound dire tly motivates the optimisation of the 2-norm of the sla k variables originally
proposed for SVMs by Cortes and Vapnik [11℄ (see Se tion VI for details).
The results are generalized to non-linear fun tion lasses using a hara terisation of their apa ity at
s ale known as the fat-shattering dimension fat( ). In this ase the bound obtained has the form (see
Theorem VII.11)


fat( =16) + k k22 = 2
;
  O~
jS j
The fat-shattering dimension has been estimated for many fun tion lasses in luding single hidden layer
neural networks [17℄, general neural networks [4℄ and per eptron de ision trees [5℄. An important feature
of the fat-shattering dimension for these lasses is that it does not depend on the number of parameters
(for example weights in a neural network), but rather on their sizes. These measures therefore motivate
a form of weight de ay. Indeed one onsequen e of the above result is a justi ation of the standard
error fun tion used in ba k-propagation optimisation in orporating weight de ay, as well as suggesting
alternative error measures { see Se tion VII.2 for details.
The above result depends on the 2-norm of the sla k variables, while many optimisation pro edures use
the 1-norm. We have therefore derived the following bound in terms of the 1-norm of the ve tor  (see
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Theorem VII.14)





fat( =16) + k k1=
  O~
;
jS j
whi h an also be applied to the linear ase using a bound on the fat-shattering dimension for this lass,
hen e motivating the box onstraint algorithm (see Se tion VI).

Finally, the problem of estimating errors of regressors is addressed with the te hniques developed. We
bound the probability  that for a randomly hosen test point the absolute error is greater than a given
value . In this ase we de ne a ve tor ( ( )(x;y) )(x;y)2S of amounts by whi h the error on the training
examples ex eeds  = 
 0. Note that k ()k22 is simply the least squares error on the training set.
We then bound the probability  by (see Theorem
VIII.2)


fat( =16) + k ( )k22 = 2
~
O
:
jS j
These results an be used for Support Ve tor Regression [12℄ and give a riterion for hoosing the optimal
size  = 
of the tube for the -insensitive loss fun tion. In addition they an be applied to standard
least square regression by setting =  toobtain the bound (see Corollary
VIII.4)
22 =2 
fat(
=
16)
+
k

(

)
k
:
  O~
jS j
For the ase of linear fun tions (in a kernel de ned feature spa e) this redu es to a bound for (kernel)
Ridge Regression.
III. Ba kground Results

We onsider learning from examples, initially of a binary lassi ation. We denote the domain of the
problem by X and a sequen e of inputs by x = (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) 2 X m. A training sequen e is typi ally
denoted by
S = ((x1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (xm ; ym)) 2 (X  f 1; 1g)m:
The performan e of a lassi ation fun tion
h : X ! f 1; 1g
on a training set S is measured by the empiri al error
ErS (h) = jf(xi ; yi ) 2 S : h(xi ) 6= yi gj :
We will say that a lassi ation fun tion h is onsistent with S if ErS (h) = 0, that is h orre tly lassi es all
of the examples in S . We adopt the probably approximately orre t (pa ) style of analysis of generalisation.
This model posits an underlying distribution P generating labeled examples. This distribution is used to
generate training sets by independent sampling. It is also used to measure the generalisation error of a
lassi er by
er(h) = P f(x; y): h(x) 6= yg:
The thrust of the results in this paper relies on using real-valued fun tions for lassi ation by thresholding
at a xed value. In some ases it is useful algorithmi ally to set the threshold value separately from the
fun tion sele tion. This approa h an be ontinued into the analysis of generalisation, though both
algorithmi ally and theoreti ally it is possible to simply treat the threshold as part of the fun tion lass
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and therefore x the threshold at 0 on e and for all. We will follow this approa h in order to simplify
the presentation and form of the results, though expli it treatment of the threshold ould be in orporated
using the te hniques presented.
Hen e, if we are using a real-valued fun tion f , the orresponding lassi ation fun tion is sign(f ),
denoting the fun tion giving output 1 if f has output greater than or equal to 0 and 1 otherwise. For a
lass F of real-valued fun tions the lass sign(F ) is the set of derived lassi ation fun tions.
We rst onsider lassi al learning analysis whi h has been shown to be hara terised by the VC
dimension [30℄
De nition III.1: Let H be a set of binary valued fun tions. We say that a set of points X is shattered
by H if for all binary ve tors b indexed by X , there is a fun tion fb

2 H realising b on X .

The VapnikChervonenkis (VC) dimension, VCdim(H ), of the set H is the size of the largest shattered set, if this is
nite or in nity otherwise.
The following theorem is well known in a number of di erent forms. We quote the result here as a
bound on the generalization error rather than as a required sample size for given generalization.
Theorem III.2: [25℄ Let Hi , i = 1; 2; : : : be a sequen e of hypothesis lasses mapping X to f0; 1g su h

that VCdim(Hi ) = di , and let P be a probability distribution on X f 1; 1g. Let pi be any set of positive
P
numbers satisfying 1
i=1 pi = 1: With probability 1 Æ over m independent examples drawn a ording
to P , for any i for whi h a learner nds a onsistent hypothesis h in Hi , the generalization error of h is
bounded from above by



 
 
2em
1
4
4
d ln
+ ln
;
+ ln
(m; d; Æ) =
m
d
pi
Æ
provided d = di  m.
This lassi al result only onsiders the lassi ation fun tions as binary valued. In many pra ti al
systems su h as Support Ve tor Ma hines or Neural Networks the lassi ation is obtained by thresholding
an underlying real-valued fun tion. In su h ases the distan e of the real-valued output from the threshold
is known as the margin and the margin values of the training set an provide additional insight into the
generalisation performan e of the resulting lassi er.
We rst formalise the notion of the margin of an example and training set.
De nition III.3: For a real-valued fun tion

f : X ! R;
we de ne the margin of a training example (x; y) 2 X  f 1; +1g to be
m(f; (x; y)) = yf (x):
Note that m(f; (x; y)) > 0 implies orre t lassi ation. For a training set
S = ((x1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (xm ; ym ));
we de ne the (hard) margin of S to be
m(f; S ) = 1min
fm(f; (xi ; yi ))g:
im
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Hen e, m(f; S ) > 0 implies that sign(f ) is onsistent with S .
We now introdu e the fat-shattering dimension, a generalisation of the VC dimension that renders it
sensitive to the size of the margin.

F be a set of real valued fun tions. We say that a set of points X is -shattered
by F if there are real numbers rx indexed by x 2 X su h that for all binary ve tors b indexed by X , there
is a fun tion fb 2 F satisfying
8
< r +
if bx = 1
x
fb (x)
: r
otherwise:
x
The fat-shattering dimension fatF of the set F is a fun tion from the positive real numbers to the integers
De nition III.4: Let

whi h maps a value to the size of the largest -shattered set, if this is nite or in nity otherwise.
We will make use of the following result ontained in Shawe-Taylor et al [25℄ whi h involves the fatshattering dimension of the spa e of fun tions.
Theorem III.5: [25℄ Consider a real valued fun tion lass

F

having fat-shattering fun tion bounded
above by the dimension fatF : R ! N whi h is ontinuous from the right. Then with probability at least
1 Æ over randomly drawn training sets S of size m, a fun tion h = sign(f ) 2 sign(F ) onsistent with S
su h that = m(f; S ) > 0 will have generalisation
error
by



 bounded from above

8em
8m
2
(m; d; Æ) =
d log2
log2 (32m) + log2
;
m
d
Æ
where d = fatF ( =8)  em.
Note how the fat-shattering dimension at s ale =8 plays the role of the VC dimension in this bound.
This result motivates the use of the term e e tive VC dimension for this value. In order to make use
of this theorem, we must have a bound on the fat-shattering dimension and then al ulate the margin
of the lassi er. We begin by onsidering bounds on the fat-shattering dimension. The rst bound on
the fat-shattering dimension of bounded linear fun tions in a nite dimensional spa e was obtained by
Shawe-Taylor et al. [25℄. Gurvits [16℄ generalised this to in nite dimensional Bana h spa es. We will quote
an improved version of this bound for inner produ t spa es whi h is ontained in [3℄ (slightly adapted
here for an arbitrary bound on the linear operators).
Theorem III.6: [3℄ Consider an inner produ t spa e and the lass of linear fun tions L of norm less than

or equal to B restri ted to the sphere of radius R about the origin. Then the fat-shattering dimension of
L an be bounded by


BR 2
fatL ( ) 
:
In order to apply Theorems III.5 and III.6 we need to bound the radius of the sphere ontaining the
points and the norm of the linear fun tionals involved.
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IV. Constru ting the Auxiliary Fun tions

As we have seen in the last se tion, previous margin results bound the generalisation error of a large
margin lassi er in terms of the fat-shattering dimension measured at a s ale proportional to the hard
margin. These results an be used to motivate the large margin algorithms whi h implement the soalled hard margin optimisation, in other words maximise the minimum margin over all the points in the
training set. Frequently, the minimum margin an be greatly redu ed by a small number of examples
either orrupted by noise or simply representing atypi al inputs. In su h ases the majority of the data
still exhibits a large margin, but the hard margin measure is small or even negative.
The new te hnique we introdu e in this se tion allows us to shift these small number of points ba k
to the larger margin using an auxiliary fun tion spa e. The ost of performing this shift is seen in an
in rease in the omplexity of the fun tion lass used for the lassi ation. Hen e, we are able to restore
a large hard margin at the expense of additional omplexity and we an therefore apply the hard margin
generalisation results, using albeit more sophisti ated tools for measuring the in reased omplexity of the
fun tion lass.
The idea of performing this shift was used by Freund and S hapire [14℄ for the ase of on-line learning
algorithms. For this appli ation it is possible to add an extra oordinate for ea h training example, whi h
makes the presentation easier. Sin e we are undertaking a pa analysis, we annot use a data-dependent
onstru tion, but must ensure that the input spa e is de ned before learning begins. This fa t for es us
to onstru t an auxiliary fun tion lass that will enable us to in rease the margin of individual training
examples. Let X be the input spa e. We de ne the following inner produ t spa e derived from X .
De nition IV.1: Let L(X ) be the set of real valued fun tions f on X with ountable support supp(f )

(that is fun tions in L(X ) are non-zero for only ountably many points). We onsider two norms, the
2-norm kf k2 is de ned by
X
f (x)2 ;
kf k22 =
x2supp(f )
while the 1-norm is given by
X
jf (x)j:
kf k1 =
x2supp(f )
The sub lass of fun tions with i-norm bounded by B is denoted LBi (X ), while Li (X ) is the lass of
fun tions for whi h the i-norm is nite. We de ne the inner produ t of two fun tions f; g 2 L2(X ), by
X
f (x)g(x):
hf; gi =
x2supp(f )
Clearly the spa es Li (X ) are losed under addition and multipli ation by s alars.
De nition IV.2: Now for any xed  > 0 we de ne an embedding of X into the inner produ t spa e

X  L(X ) as follows.
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where Æx 2 L(X ) is de ned by

8
<

1; if y = x;
: 0; otherwise.
We denote by  (S ) the image of S under  . For the spe ial ase of  = 1 we denote 1 by  .

Æx (y) =

We have de ned the augmented input spa e, but must now des ribe the auxiliary fun tions. For a
general real-valued fun tion lass F of fun tions with domain X , we de ne F + L2 (X ) to be the lass
F + L2 (X ) = f(f; g) : f 2 F ; g 2 L2 (X )g :
The domain of these fun tions is X  L2 (X ), with their a tion de ned by
(f; g)(x; h) = f (x) + hg; hi:
De nition IV.3: For a real-valued fun tion f on X we de ne

 ((x; y); f; ) = maxf0;
yf (x)g:
This quantity is the amount by whi h f fails to rea h the margin on the point (x; y) or 0 if its margin
is larger than . Similarly for a training setsS , we de ne
X
 ((x; y); f; )2 =: k k2 :
D(S; f; ) =
(x;y)2S

x

x
o

oi

x

x

ξi

ξj

x
x

o
xj
o
o

o

γ

Fig. 1. Two sla k variables i =  ((xi ; yi ); f; ) and j =  ((xj ; yj ); f; )
If we x a target margin , the points with non-zero  ((x; y); f; ) are those whi h fail to a hieve a
positive margin of (see Figure 1). Given a real-valued fun tion f and a training set S , we now onstru t
an auxiliary fun tion gf 2 L(X ), whi h will ensure that (f; gf ) a hieves a margin on S . The fun tion
gf depends on and the training set S , but we suppress this dependen y to simplify the notation,
1 X
gf =
y ((x; y); f; )Æx :
 (x;y)2S
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If we now onsider the margin of the fun tion (f; gf ) applied to a training point ( (x); y) 2  (S ), we
have
y(f; gf ) (x) = yf (x) +
y X 0 0 0
y  ((x ; y ); f; )hÆx ; Æx i
 (x ;y )2S
0

0

0

= yf (x) +  ((x; y); f; )

 yf (x) +

yf (x)

= :
(1)
Furthermore if we apply the fun tion (f; gf ) to a point ( (x); y) 62  (S ) we observe that for (x0 ; y0 ) 2 S ,
hÆx ; Æx i = 0 and so
X
y0  ((x0 ; y0 ); f; )hÆx ; Æx i
hgf ; Æx i =
(x ;y )2S
= 0:
Hen e, we see that the o -training set peforman e of (f; gf ) satis es
(f; gf ) (x) = f (x)
(2)
We have therefore shown the following lemma.
0

0

0

0

Lemma IV.4: For any training set S , real-valued fun tion f , and target margin

the fun tion (f; gf )

satis es the properties
1. m((f; gf );  (S ))  .

2. For (x; y) 62 S (f; gf )( (x); y) = f (x).

Proof : The properties 1. and 2. are a dire t

onsequen e of equations (1) and (2).

The onstru tion we have established in this se tion enables us to for e a target margin at the ost
of reinfor ing the fun tion lass with the auxiliary fun tions in L(X ). The se ond property demonstrated
in Lemma IV.4 shows that the o -training set performan e of the augmented lassi er exa tly mat hes
the original fun tion. Hen e, we an analyse the generalisation of f by onsidering how (f; gf ) performs
on the training set. In the next se tion we rst onsider the ase where the lass of fun tions is linear.
V. Soft Margins for Linear Fun tion Classes

The onstru tion of the previous se tion shows how the margins an be for ed to a target value of at
the expense of additional omplexity. We onsider here how that omplexity an be assessed in the ase
of a linear fun tion lass. We rst treat the ase where the parameter  ontrolling the embedding is
xed. In fa t we wish to hoose this parameter in response to the data. In order to obtain a bound over
di erent values of , it will be ne essary to apply the following theorem several times.
The nal ondition in the next theorem states that there should be `no dis rete probability on mislassi ed training points'. This will not o ur if the distribution is non-atomi . The problem only arises
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if the lassi ation given by the underlying fun tion disagrees with the augmented fun tion and there is
a non-trivial measure on the points of disagreement. Sin e this an only o ur on the training set, we
an alternatively use the fun tion that rst he ks if a test point is in the training set before applying
the lassi ation given by the underlying (in this ase linear) fun tion. These same observations apply
wherever this ondition is in luded.
Theorem V.1: Fix  > 0. Consider a xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e X

f 1; 1g with support in the ball of radius R about the origin in X .



Then with probability 1 Æ over
randomly drawn training sets S of size m for all > 0 the generalization of a linear lassi er u on X with
kuk = 1, thresholded at 0 is bounded by





2
8em
8m
(m; d; Æ) =
d log2
log2 (32m) + log2
;
m
d
Æ
where


64:5(R2 + 2 )(1 + D(S; u; )2 =2 )
;
d=
2
provided m  2=, d  em and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : Consider the

xed mapping  and the augmented linear fun tion over the spa e X  L(X ),
u0 = (u; gu) :
By Lemma IV.4 u0 has margin on the training set  (S ), while its a tion on new examples mat hes
that of u. Observe that sin e we are dealing with a lass of linear fun tions on X , u0 is a linear fun tion
on the spa e X  L(X ). It follows that we an form the fun tion
0
u^ = kuu0k ;
whi h has norm 1 and satis es
;
m(^u; S )  0 = p
ku k
1 + D(S; u; )2 =2
and also mimi s the lassi ation of u for (x; y) 62 S . We an therefore apply Theorems III.5 and III.6
provided that there are no mis lassi ed training points with dis rete probability. Note that the support
p
for the distribution of  (x) is ontained within a ball of radius R2 + 2 . The theorem follows.
We now apply this theorem several times to allow a hoi e of  whi h approximately minimises the
expression for d. Note that the minimum of the expression (ignoring the onstant and suppressing the
p
denominator 2) is (R + D)2 , attained when  = RD .
Theorem V.2: Consider a xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e X  f 1; 1g with

support in the ball of radius R about the origin in X . Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn
training sets S of size m for all > 0 su h that  ((x; y); u; ) = 0, for some (x; y) 2 S , the generalisation
of a unit norm linear lassi er u on X thresholded
at 0 is bounded
 by


8em
4m(28 + log2 (m))
2
d log2
log2 (32m) + log2
;
(m; d; Æ) =
m
k
Æ
where


65[(R + D)2 + 0:5RD℄
;
d=
2
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for D = D(S; u; ), and provided m  2=, d  em and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed
training points.

Proof : Consider a

p

p

xed set of values for , 1 = R 2(m 1)0:25 , i+1 = i = 2, for i = 1; : : : ; t,
p
where t satis es, 2R=64  t > R=64. Hen e, t  2 log2 (128m0:25) = 0:5(28 + log2 (m)). We apply
Theorem V.1 for ea h of these values of , using Æ0 = Æ=t in ea h appli ation. For a given value of and
p
D = D(S; u; ), it is easy to he k that the value of d is minimal for  = RD and is monotoni ally
p
de reasing for smaller values of  and monotoni ally in reasing for larger values. Note that RD 
p p
p
R 2 m 1 = R 2(m 1)0:25 , as the largest absolute di eren e in the values of the linear fun tion on two
training points is 2R and sin e d((x; y); u; ) = 0, for some (x; y) 2 S , we must have d((x0 ; y0 ); u; )  2R,
p
p p
for all (x0 ; y0 ) 2 S . Hen e, we an nd a value of i satisfying RD= 2  i  RD, provided
p
p
RD  2R=64. In this ase the value of the expression
(R2 + 2 )(1 + D(S; u; )2 =2 )
p p
at the value i will be upper bounded by its value at  = RD= 2. A routine al ulation on rms that
p
p
for this value of , the expression is equal to (R + D)2 + 0:5RD. Now suppose RD < 2R=64. In this
ase we will show that
130 
(R2 + 2t )(1 + D2 =2t ) 
(R + D)2 + 0:5RD ;
129
so that the appli ation of Theorem V.1 with  = t overs this ase on e the onstant 64:5 is repla ed
p
p
p
by 65. Re all that 2R=64  t > R=64 and note that D=R < 2=64. We therefore have
(R2 + 2t )(1 + D2 =2t )  R2 (1 + 2=642)(1 + 642D2 =R2 )



1
6424
2
 R 1 + 2048 1 + 644



1
1
2
 R 1 + 2048 1 + 1024
130 2 130 
<
(R + D)2 + 0:5RD
R 
129
129
as required. The result follows.
VI. Algorithmi s

The theory developed in the last two se tions provides a way to transform a non linearly separable
problem into a separable one by mapping the data to a higher dimensional spa e, a te hnique that an
be viewed as using a kernel in a similar way to Support Ve tor Ma hines.
Is it possible to give an e e tive algorithm for learning a large margin hyperplane in this augmented
spa e? This would automati ally give an algorithm for optimizing the margin distribution in the original
spa e. It turns out that not only is the answer yes, but also that su h an algorithm already exists.
The mapping  de ned in Se tion IV when applied to a linear spa e impli itly de nes a kernel as
follows
k (x; x0 ) = h (x);  (x0 )i
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=
=

h(x; Æx ); (x0 ; Æx )i
hx; x0 i + 2 hÆx ; Æx i
hx; x0 i + 2 Æx (x0 )
0

0

=
Note that for the analysis of the algorithms we are allowing a variable threshold b in order to mat h more
losely the de nitions in standard usage. By using this kernel, the de ision fun tion of the SV ma hine
be omes
m
X
f (x) =
i yi k (x; xi ) + b
i=1

=

m
X
i=1

i yi

hx; xi i + 2 Æx (x)



i



+ b:

If we begin with a kernel k(x; x0 ) that de nes an impli it feature map  satisfying k(x; x0 ) = h(x); (x0 )i,
we need only onsider applying the map  to (x) to obtain the new kernel
k (x; x0 ) = h ((x));  ((x0 ))i
= h((x); Æx ); ((x0 ); Æx )i
0

= k(x; x0 ) + 2 hÆx ; Æx i
= k(x; x0 ) + 2 Æx(x0 )
0

Hen e to optimise the new bound, we need only repla e the kernel matrix K with the matrix, K 0
K + 2 I , whi h has a heavier diagonal, whi h is equivalent to applying the hard margin algorithm after
adding 2 I to the ovarian e matrix.
This te hnique is well known in lassi al statisti s, where it is sometimes alled the \shrinkage method"
(see Ripley [22℄). In the ontext of regression with squared loss it is better known as Ridge Regression
(see [23℄ for an exposition of dual Ridge Regression), and in this ase leads to a form of weight de ay. It is
a regularization te hnique in the sense of Tikhonov [28℄. Another way to des ribe it, is that it redu es the
number of e e tive free parameters, as measured by the tra e of K . Note nally that from an algorithmi
point of view these kernels still give a positive de nite matrix, in fa t a better onditioned one, though
one that may lead to less sparse solutions.
Using the kernel K + 2 I is equivalent to solving the soft margin problem for the ase  = 2, as stated
P
2
by Cortes and Vapnik [11℄, minimise hu; ui + C m
i=1 i subje t to yj [hu; xj i b℄  1 j and j  0.
The solution obtained is
m
m
m
X
1 X
1 X
2i
L( ) =
yi yj i j hxi ; xj i
i
2
2
C
i=1
i;j =1
i=1
subje t to the onstraint :

m
X
i=1

i yi

= 0;

whi h makes lear how the trade-o parameter C in their formulation is related to the kernel parameter
, namely
1
C = 2:
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Note that this approa h to handling non-separability goes ba k to Smith [27℄, with Bennett and Mangasarian [6℄ giving essentially the same formulation as Cortes and Vapnik [11℄, but with a di erent optimisation
of the fun tion lass.
The expression also shows how moving to the soft margin ensures separability of the data, sin e both
primal and dual problems are feasible. The soft margin has introdu ed a type of weight de ay fa tor on
the dual variables.
The analysis we have performed so far is appli able to the ase of  = 2 in the terminology of Cortes
and Vapnik [11℄. Though this approa h has been extensively used, Cortes and Vapnik favoured setting
 = 1 arguing that it is loser to the minimisation of the training error that results from taking  = 0.
This leads to the so- alled 1-norm optimisation problem
P
minimise;u;b hu; ui + C `i=1 i
(3)
subje t to
yi (hu; xi i + b)  1 i , i = 1; : : : ; `,

i  0, i = 1; : : : ; `.
The dual of this problem is maximisation of the Lagrangian
m
m
X
1 X
L =
yy
hx ; x i
i
2 i;j=1 i j i j i j
i=1
subje t to the onstraints
X̀

i yi
i=1
0  i  C;

= 0

i = 1; : : : ; `:
The se ond set of onstraints has resulted in the method being known as the box onstraint algorithm. It
again shows how non-separability has been over ome sin e the dual feasible region is now bounded ensuring
the existen e of an optimal solution. In ontrast to the weight de ay style of onstraint introdu ed by the
2-norm riterion, the dual variables are now restri ted to a nite region.
Viewing the two primal obje tive fun tions the hange in the loss fun tion is evident. The trade o
parameter C ontrols the relative importan e given to ontrolling the loss as opposed to regularising the
fun tion. The ases onsidered so far have all been linear fun tion lasses using 2-norm regularisation
giving rise to the 2-norm of the weight ve tor in the primal obje tive.
The next se tion will further develop the te hniques we have introdu ed in order to bound the generalisation in terms of quantities optimised by the box onstraint algorithm as well as extending the results
beyond 2-norm regularisation and beyond linear fun tion lasses.
An example applying the approa h when using the 1-norm of the dual variables as a regulariser is given
in [8℄.
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VII. Non-linear Fun tion Spa es

A. Further Ba kground Results

In order to develop the theory for the ase of non-linear fun tion lasses we must introdu e some of the
details of the large margin proof te hniques. The rst we need is the on ept of overing numbers { this
is used to repla e an in nite fun tion lass by a nite set of fun tions hara terising its performan e to a
given a ura y.
De nition VII.1: Let (X; d) be a (pseudo-) metri spa e, let A be a subset of X and  > 0. A set

 X is an - over for A if, for every a 2 A, there exists b 2 B su h that d(a; b)  .
number of A, Nd (; A), is the minimal ardinality of an - over for A (if there is no su h
it is de ned to be 1). We will say the over is proper if B  A.

B

The - overing
nite over then

Note that we have used less than or equal to in the de nition of a over. This is somewhat un onventional, but will not hange the bounds we use. It does, however, prove te hni ally useful in the proofs.
The idea is that B should be nite but approximate all of A with respe t to the pseudometri d. The
pseudometri we onsider is the l1 distan e over a nite sample x = (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) in the spa e of fun tions,
dx (f; g) = max jf (xi ) g(xi )j:
1im
We write N (; F ; x) for Ndx (; F ). For a training set
S = ((x1 ; y1 ); : : : ; (xm ; ym ));
we will also denote the overing numbers for the sequen e of inputs, x = (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) by N (; F ; S ) =
N (; F ; x). We will onsider the overs to be hosen from the set of all fun tions with the same domain
as F and range the reals.
We now quote a lemma from [25℄ whi h follows immediately from a result of Alon et al. [1℄.
be a lass of fun tions X ! [a; b℄ and P a distribution over X . Choose
0 <  < 1 and let d = fatF (=4). Then


4m(b a)2 d log2 (2em(b a)=(d))
:
sup N (; F ; x)  2
2
x2X m
For a monotoni fun tion f ( ) we de ne
f ( ) = lim+ f (
);
!0
that is the left limit of f at .
Corollary VII.2: [25℄ Let

F

Note that the minimal ardinality of an - over is a monotoni ally de reasing fun tion of , as is the
fat-shattering dimension as a fun tion of . Hen e, we an write N ( ; F ; x) for the limit of the overing
number as 0 tends to from below.
De nition VII.3: We say that a lass of fun tions

F

is sturdy if for all sequen es of inputs

(x1 ; : : : ; xm ) its image under the multiple evaluation map
x~F : F ! Rm ; de ned by x~F : f
is a ompa t subset of Rm .
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Note that this de nition di ers slightly from that introdu ed in [26℄. The urrent de nition is more
general, but at the same time simpli es the proof of the required properties.

x

2 X m,

F

be a sturdy lass of fun tions. Then for ea h N
the in mum N = inf f jN ( ; F ; x)  N g; is attained.

Lemma VII.4: Let

2N

and any xed sequen e

Proof : The straightforward proof follows exa tly the proof of Lemma 2.6 of [26℄.

We will make use of the following lemma, whi h in the form below is due to Vapnik [29, page 168℄.
Lemma VII.5: Let X be a set and S a system of sets on X , and P a probability measure on X . For

x 2 X m and A 2 S, de ne  (A) := jx \ Aj=m. If m > 2=, then
P m x: sup j (A) P (A)j >   2P 2m xy: sup j
A2S
A2S



x

x

x

(A) y (A)j > =2 :

The following two results are essentially quoted from [25℄ but they have been reformulated here in
terms of the overing numbers involved. The di eren e will be apparent if Theorem VII.7 is ompared
with Theorem III.5 quoted in Se tion III.
Lemma VII.6: Suppose F is a sturdy set of fun tions that map from X to R. Then for any distribution

P on X , and any k 8
2 N and any  2 R
P 2m

<
:

xy: 9f 2 F ; r = max
ff (xj )g; 2
j

<  r; dlog2 (N ( ; F ; xy))e  k;
9

where (m; k; Æ) = m1 (k + log2 2Æ ).

=
1
jf
ijf (yi)  gj  (m; k; Æ) < Æ;
;
m

Proof : We have omitted the detailed proof sin e it is essentially the same as the

orresponding proof
in [25℄ with the simpli ation that Corollary VII.2 is not required and that Lemma VII.4 ensures we an
nd a k over where
k
k = inf f jN ( ; F ; xy)  2 g
whi h an be used for all satisfying dlog2 (N ( ; F ; xy))e  k. Note also that an inequality is required
2 <  r, as we have overings using losed rather than open balls.
The next result is ou hed in terms of a bound on the overing numbers in order to make expli it the
fa t that all appli ations of these results make use of su h bounds and to avoid using the limits impli it
in the argument . This does not have any impli ations for the tightness of the result.
Theorem VII.7: Consider a sturdy real valued fun tion lass F having a uniform bound on the overing

numbers

N ( ; F ; x)  B(`; );

for all x 2 X `, for all `. Consider a xed but unknown probability distribution P on X  f 1; 1g. Then
with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn training sets S of size m, a fun tion h = sign(f ) 2 sign(F )
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onsistent with S su h that = m(f; S ) > 0, will 
have generalisation

 error bounded from above by
2
2m
(m; k; Æ) =
k + log2
;
m
Æ
where k = dlog2 B(2m; =2)e.

Proof : Making use of Lemma VII.5 we will move to the double sample and stratify by k. By the union

2 2m
bound, it thus suÆ es to show that m=
k=1 P (Jk ) < Æ=2, where
Jk = fSS 0 : 9f 2 F ; = m(f; S ) > 0; k  dlog2 B(2m; =2)e;
P

ErS (sign(f ))  m(m; k; Æ)=2g:
(The largest value of k we need onsider is m=2, sin e for larger values the bound will in any ase be
trivial). It is suÆ ient if P 2m (Jk )  mÆ = Æ0 . We will in fa t work with the set
Jk0 = fSS 0 : 9f 2 F ; 0 < m(f; S ); k  dlog2 N ( 0 =2; F ; SS 0)e;
0

ErS (sign(f ))  m(m; k; Æ)=2g:
We will show that P 2m (Jk0 )  Æ0 . The result will then follow as Jk  Jk0 . To show this onsider any
SS 0 2 Jk . Therefore, 9f 2 F , su h that = m(f; S ) > 0, k  dlog2 B(2m; =2)e, and ErS (sign(f )) 
m(m; k; Æ)=2. By the bound on B(2m; =2), there exists 0 < , su h that
N ( 0 =2; F ; SS 0)  B(2m; =2);
so that we have
k  dlog2 B(2m; =2)e  dlog2 N ( 0 =2; F ; SS 0)e;
implying that SS 0 2 Jk0 , as asserted. It therefore remains to show that P 2m (Jk0 )  Æ0 .
Consider the fun tion lass F^ a ting on X^ = X  f 1; 1g de ned by
F^ = ff^: f 2 Fg; where f^ : (x; y) 7! yf (x):
0

0

Hen e, we have
n
Jk0  SS 0 :

9f^ 2 F^ ; r = maxff^(x; y): (x; y) 2 S g; 0 < r;
o

k  dlog N ( 0 =2; F^; SS 0 )e; (x; y) 2 S 0 : f^(x; y)  0  m(m; k; Æ)=2
using the fa t that N ( 0 =2; F^ ; SS 0) = N ( 0 =2; F ; SS 0). Repla ing by 0=2 and setting 
Lemma VII.6 we obtain P 2m (Jk0 )  Æ0 , for

 

= 0 in

2
2
k + log 0 ;
(m; k; Æ) =
m
Æ
as required. Note that the ondition of Lemma VII.5 are satis ed by  and m.
B. Margin distribution and fat-shattering

In this se tion we will generalise the results of Se tion IV to fun tion lasses for whi h a bound on their
fat-shattering dimension is known. The basi tri k is to bound the overing numbers of the sum of two
fun tion lasses in terms of the overing numbers of the individual lasses. If F and G are real valued
fun tion lasses de ned on a domain X we denote by F + G the fun tion lass
F + G = ff + gjf 2 F ; g 2 Gg:
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Lemma VII.8: Let F and G be two real valued fun tion lasses both de ned on a domain X . Then we

an bound the ardinality of a minimal over of F + G by
N ( ; F + G ; x)  N ( =2; F ; x)N ( =2; G ; x):

Proof : Fix  2 (0;

) and let B (respe tively C ) be a minimal  (respe tively
) over of F
(respe tively G ) in the dx metri . Consider the set of fun tions B + C . For any f + g 2 F + G , there is
an fi 2 B within  of f in the dx metri and a gj 2 C within
 of g in the same metri . For x 2 x,
j(f + g)(x) (fi + gj )(x)j  jf (x) fi (x)j + jg(x) gj (x)j
(4)

 +

over of F + G . Sin e
jB + C j  N (; F ; x)N (
the result follows by setting  = =2.

Hen e, B + C forms a

= :

(5)

; G ; x);

Before pro eeding we need a further te hni al lemma to show that the property of sturdiness is preserved
under the addition operator.
Lemma VII.9: Let F and G be sturdy real valued fun tion lasses. Then F + G is also sturdy.

Proof : Consider x 2 X m. By the sturdiness of F , x~F (F ) is a

that

ompa t subset of Rm as is x~G (G ). Note

x~F +G (F + G ) = x~F (F ) + x~G (G );

where the addition of two sets A and B of real ve tors is de ned
A + B = fa + bja 2 A; b 2 B g:
Sin e, x~ F (F )  x~G (G ) is a ompa t set of R2 and + is a ontinuous fun tion from R2 to R, we have that
x~F (F ) + x~G (G ) is the image of a ompa t set under + and is therefore also ompa t.
Re all the de nition of the auxiliary fun tion spa e given in De nition IV and the mapping  = 1
given in De nition IV.2. We make use of this same onstru tion in the following proposition. Hen e, for
f 2 F , gf 2 L(X ) is de ned with  = 1.
Proposition VII.10: Let

F

be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions having a uniform bound on the

overing numbers
for all x 2 X `, for all `. Let
numbers,

G

N ( ; F ; x)  B(`; );

be a sturdy subset of L(X ) with the uniform bound on the overing

N ( ; G ; x)  A(`; );

for x 2 ` , where = fÆx jx 2 X g. Consider a xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e
X  f 1; 1g. Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn training sets S of size m for all > 0 the
generalization of a fun tion sign(f ) 2 sign(F ) satisfying
gf 2G is
bounded by

2m
2
k + log2
;
(m; k; Æ) =
m
Æ
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where

k = dlog2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m; =4)e ;
provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : Consider the

xed mapping  = 1 . By Lemma IV.4, we have

1. m((f; gf );  (S ))  .
2. For (x; y) 62 S (f; gf )( (x); y) = f (x).

Hen e, the o training set behaviour of the lassi er f an be hara terised by the behaviour of f + gf ,
while f + gf is a large margin lassi er in the spa e X  L(X ). In order to bound the generalization error
we will apply Theorem VII.7 for F + G , whi h gives a bound in terms of the overing numbers. These we
will bound using Lemma VII.8. The spa e F + G is sturdy by Lemma VII.9, sin e both F and G are. In
this ase we obtain the following bound on the overing numbers,
lim+ log2 (N ((
)=2; F + G ; SS 0 ))  lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; F ; SS 0))
!0
!0
+ lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; G ; SS 0 ))
!0
 log2 (B(2m; =4)) + log2 (A(2m; =4));
as required.
Proposition VII.10 gives a general framework for deriving margin distribution generalisation bounds
for general fun tion lasses using di erent bounds on the sla k variables. The next theorem onsiders a
fun tion lass with bounded fat-shattering dimension, and ombines this with the 2-norm bound on the
sla k variables. We will see that this ombination is appli able to the ba k-propagation algorithm training
of neural networks when the quadrati loss is used for the error fun tion.
Theorem VII.11: Let F be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions with range [ a; a℄ and fat-shattering

dimension bounded by fatF ( ). Fix a s aling of the output range  2 R+ . Consider a xed but unknown
probability distribution on the spa e X  f 1; 1g. Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn
training sets S of size m for all a  > 0 the generalisation of a fun tion sign(f ) 2 sign(F ) is bounded
by





16m1:5a
2
2
d log2 256m ( = ) log2 (16em = ) + log2
;
(m; d; Æ) =
m
Æ
where = maxfa; D(S; f; ) + g and
"

 #
16(D(S; f; ) + ) 2
d = fatF ( =16) +

provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : Consider the sequen e of fun tion

lasses Gj = LB2 j (X ), where Bj = j, for j = 1; : : : ; ` =
p
2 ma= (see De nition IV.1) where we assume  is hosen to make ` a whole number. We will apply
Proposition VII.10 with G = Gj for ea h lass Gj . Note that the image of Gj under any multiple evaluation
map is a losed bounded subset of the reals and hen e is ompa t. It follows that Gj is sturdy. It has
p
range [ Bj ; Bj ℄ on the spa e . We have B` = 2 ma  D(S; f; ), for all f 2 F and all  a. Hen e, for
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any value of D = D(S; f; ) obtained there is a value of Bj satisfying D  Bj < D + . Substituting the
upper bound D +  for this Bj will give the result, when we use Æ0 = Æ=` and bound the overing numbers
of the omponent fun tion lasses using Corollary VII.2 and Theorem III.6. In this ase we obtain the
following bounds on the overing numbers,




256ma2
16ema
lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; F ; x))  1 + d1 log2
log
2 d1
2
!0
=: log2 (B(2m; =4))
where d1 = fatF ( =16), and
!


256mBj2
16emBj
log
lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; Gj ; x))  1 + d2 log2
2
2
d2
!0
=: log2 (A(2m; =4))
where d2 = (16Bj = )2 . Hen e, in this ase we an bound dlog"2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m;# =4)e by


16Bj 2
dlog2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m; =4)e  2 + fatF ( =16) +
log2 (256m(b= )2) log2 (16emb= )
giving the result where the 2 ontributes a fa tor of 4 into the argument of the nal log term.
The theorem an be applied to a wide range of fun tion lasses for whi h bounds on their fat-shattering
dimensions are known. For example Gurvits [16℄ bounds the fat-shattering dimension of single hidden
layer neural networks. Bartlett extends these results to multi-layer sigmoidal neural networks [4℄. Bartlett
argues that neural network training algorithms are designed to enlarge the margin of the lassi er and
hen e gives algorithms su h as ba k-propagation a theoreti al justi ation. The ba k-propagation algorithm performs gradient des ent over the weights w of the quadrati loss of the neural network fun tion
fw : X ! ( 1; 1) given by

E (w) =

m
X
i=1

(fw (xi ) yi )2 :

If we onsider a target margin of 1, this is pre isely the square of the 2-norm of the sla k variables
p
D(S; fw ; 1) = k k2 = E (w):
Hen e, Theorem VII.11 provides a dire t motivation for the ba k-propagation algorithm and in parti ular
the quadrati loss fun tion with a weight de ay term to ontrol the growth of the fat-shattering dimension.
Sin e the bound is not proven to be tight the algorithm is still only optimising a heuristi , but one that has
been proven to upper bound the error. It also suggests that di erent target margins ould be onsidered.
For example if we take = 0:5 training points with margin already greater than 0:5 will be ignored, while
the loss for those with smaller margins will be evaluated as
X
(fw (xi ) 0:5yi)2 :
E (w) =
i:jfw (xi )j<0:5
The theorem an of ourse be applied for linear fun tion lasses, using the bound on the fat-shattering
dimension given in Theorem III.6. The bound obtained is worse sin e separately estimating the overing
numbers for fun tion lass and sla k variables in urs extra fa tors when ompared to Theorem V.2.
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C. 1-norm bounds on the margin distribution

We now onsider altering the measure used to assess the sla k variables. As mentioned above the box
onstraint algorithm optimises the 1-norm of the sla ks. We will therefore on entrate on deriving a bound
in terms of this norm, though there is no reason why other norms ould not be onsidered. The most
appropriate norm will depend on the type of noise that is a e ting the data. For example the 1-norm will
be more appropriate if the noise distribution has a longer tail.
De nition VII.12: For a training set S , we de ne

D0 (S; f; ) =

X

(x;y)2S

 ((x; y); f; ) =: k k1:

The following lemma bounds the overing numbers of the relevant subset of L(X ) when bounding the
1-norm of the sla ks.
Lemma8VII.13: Consider the fun tion lass
< X

LB = :

yaxÆx : S 0 any nite set of labelled examples, ax  0 and

X

ax  B

9
=
;

 LB1 (X ):

(x;y)2S
(x;y)2S
There exists a - overing B of L in the `m
1 metri with respe t to  (S ) for any set of labelled points S
with jS j = m, that has size bounded by


e(m + d 1)
log2 jBj  d log2
;
d
j k
where d = 2B .
Proof : First note that any points in S 0 n S have no e e t on the value of the fun tion on points in S .
0

0

P

Hen e, we an onstru t the over from the points of S provided we allow (x;y)2S ax to take any value
in the interval [0; B ℄. We expli itly onstru t the overing B by hoosing the fun tions
X
y(2ix + 1) Æx;
gi =
(x;y)2S
where i = (ix )(x;y)2S 2 N S satis es


X
B
ix 
:
2
(x;y)2S
To see that B does indeed form a over, onsider any
X
yax Æx;
g=
(
x;y
)
2
S
P
with ax  0 and (x;y)2S ax  B , and hoose ix as
ix = argmini j(2ix + 1) axj:
Hen e, jax (2ix + 1) j  and so
jhg;  (x)i hgi ;  (x)ij  :
At the same time (2ix + 1)  ax + , implying that
X
X
ax  B;
2ix 
(x;y)2S
(x;y)2S
so that, taking into a ount that ix 2 N , we have


X
B
ix 
:
2
(x;y)2S
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P

It remains to estimate jBj: Consider rst those elements of B for whi h (x;y)2S ix = k. There is a 1-1
orresponden e between the allo ations to the ix and the hoi e of m 1 distin t boundaries between
elements in a sequen e of m + k 1's (so as to form a subsequen e for ea h (x; y) 2 S ). The orresponden e
is made with ix being one fewer than the number of 1's in x's partition. Sin e we must hoose the m 1
boundaries from among m + k 1 positions,
the number
is

 of allo ations

m+k 1
m+k 1
=
:
m 1
k
j k
Hen e, if we set d = 2B we an bound the number of elements in jBj by
d
X





m+k 1
jBj 
k
k=0

d 
X
m+d 1

k
k=0


e(m + d 1) d
;

d
where the last inequality follows from a similar bound to that used in the appli ation of Sauer's Lemma.
The result follows.

Putting together the result of Lemma VII.13 with Proposition VII.10 gives the following generalisation
bound in terms of the fat-shattering dimension of the fun tion lass and the 1-norm of the sla k variables.
Theorem VII.14: Let F be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions with range [ a; a℄ and fat-shattering

dimension bounded by fatF ( ). Fix a s aling of the output range  2 R+ . Consider a xed but unknown
probability distribution on the input spa e X . Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn training
sets S of size m for all a > > 0 the generalization of a fun
tion sign(f ) 2 sign(F ) is bounded by
 2 !


a
16ema
2
(m; d1 ; d2 ; Æ) =
d1 log2 256m
log2
+ d2 log2 (2em)
m


8m2 a
+ log2
;
Æ
where


2(D0 (S; f; ) + )
d1 = fatF ( =16); and d2 =
provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : Consider the sequen e of fun tion

lasses Gj = LBj (X ), where Bj = j, for j = 1; : : : ; ` =
2ma= (see De nition IV.1) where we assume  is hosen to make ` a whole number. We will apply
Proposition VII.10 with G = Gj for ea h lass Gj . Note that the image of Gj under any multiple evaluation
map is a losed bounded subset of the reals and hen e is ompa t. It follows that Gj is sturdy. It has
range [ Bj ; Bj ℄ on the spa e . We have B` = 2ma  D0 (S; f; ), for all f 2 F and all  a. Hen e, for
any value of D0 = D0 (S; f; ) obtained there is a value of Bj satisfying D  Bj < D + . Substituting the
upper bound D +  for this Bj will give the result, when we use Æ0 = Æ=` and bound the overing numbers
of the omponent fun tion lasses using Corollary VII.2, Theorem III.6 and Lemma VII.13. In this ase
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we obtain the following bounds on the overing numbers,




256ma2
16ema
0
lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; F ; SS ))  1 + d1 log2
log2
2
d1
!0
=: log2 (B(2m; =4))
where d1 = fatF ( =16), and


e(2m d2 1)
0
lim+ log2 (N ((
)=4; Gj ; SS ))  d2 log2
d2
!0
=: log2 (A(2m; =4))
k
j
where d2 = 2Bj . Hen e, in this ase we an bound dlog2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m; =4)e by


2Bj
log2 (2em) +
dlog2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m; =4)e  1 +

fatF ( =16) log2 (256m(a= )2) log2 (16ema= )
giving the result where the 1 ontributes a fa tor of 2 into the the argument of the nal log term.

If we use Theorem III.6 to bound the fat-shattering dimension of the underlying linear lassi er, Theorem VII.14 is dire tly appli able to the box onstraint algorithm for Support Ve tor Ma hines [12℄. Note
that in this ase the target margin is 1 and the fat-shattering dimension is given by kwk2R2 . Hen e,
ignoring the logarithmi fa tors the quantity to be minimised to improve the generalisation is
kwk2 + C k k1 ;
pre isely the quantity optimised by the box onstraint algorithm.
VIII. Regression

In order to apply the results of the last se tion to the regression ase we formulate the error estimation
as a lassi ation problem. Consider a real-valued fun tion lass F with domain X . For f 2 F we de ne
the fun tion e(f ) on the domain X  R and hen e the lass e(F ),
e(f )(x; y) = jf (x) yj;

e(F ) = fe(f )jf 2 Fg:
Note that we ould use any loss fun tion and apply the subsequent analysis to the loss fun tion lass1.
The size of the sla k variables would hange as would the orresponding overing numbers at di erent
s ales resulting in di erent optimisation riteria and bounds.
We now x a target a ura y  > 0. For a training point (x; y) 2 X  R we de ne
 ((x; y); f; ) = maxf0; jf (x) yj ( )g:
This quantity is the amount by whi h f ex eeds the error margin 
on the point (x; y) or 0 if f is
within 
of the target value. Hen e, this is the  insensitive loss measure onsidered by Dru ker et
al. [13℄ with  = 
. Let gf 2 Lf (X ) be the fun tion
X
 ((x; y); f; )Æx :
gf =
(x;y)2S
1

We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing out this natural generalisation.
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Proposition VIII.1: Fix  2 R,  > 0. Let F be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions having a uniform

bound on the overing numbers

N ( ; F ; x)  B(m; );

for all x 2 X m . Let G be a sturdy subset of L(X ) with the uniform bound on the overing numbers,
N ( ; G ; x)  A(m; );
for x 2 m , where = fÆx jx 2 X g. Consider a xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e
X  R. Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly drawn training sets S of size m for all > 0 the
probability that a fun tion f 2 F has error greater than  on t on a randomly hosen input is bounded
by



2
8m
(m; k; Æ) =
k + log2
;
m
Æ
where
k = dlog2 B(2m; =4) + log2 A(2m; =4)e ;
provided m  2=, there is no dis rete probability on training points with error greater than  and
ge(f ) 2 G

Proof : The result follows from an appli ation of Proposition VII.10 to the fun tion

lass e(F ) ,
noting that we treat all training examples as negative, and hen e orre t lassi ation orresponds to
having error less than 0. Finally, we an bound the overing numbers
N ( ; e(F ); x)  N ( ; F ; x)  B(m; ):
The result follows.
For a training set S , we de ne

D(S; f;

)=

s X

(x;y)2S

 ((x; y); f; )2 :

The above result an be used to obtain a bound in terms of the observed value of D(S; f; ) and the
fat-shattering dimension of the fun tion lass.
Theorem VIII.2: Let F be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions with range [ a; a℄ and fat-shattering

dimension bounded by fatF ( ). Fix  2 R,  > 0 and a s aling of the output range  2 R+ . Consider a
xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e X  R. Then with probability 1 Æ over randomly
drawn training sets S of size m for all with   > 0 the probability that a fun tion f 2 F has error
larger than  on a randomly hosen input is bounded
by
 2 !

 

!
2
16m1:5a
(m; d; Æ) =
d log2 256m
log2 16em
+ log2
;
m
Æ
where = maxfa; D(S; f; ) + g and
"
 #

16(D(S; f; ) + ) 2
d = fatF ( =16) +
provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : This follows from a dire t appli ation of Theorem VII.11.
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A spe ial ase of this theorem is when the fun tion lasses are linear. We present this ase as a spe ial
theorem. Again by using the te hniques of Se tion V we ould improve the onstants, but be ause the
norm is no longer 1, the results are not dire tly appli able. We therefore present a weaker version.

F be a the set of linear fun tions with norm at most B restri ted to inputs in a
ball of radius R about the origin. Fix  2 R,  > 0 and a s aling of the output range  2 R+ . Consider
a xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e X  f 1; 1g. Then with probability 1 Æ over
randomly drawn training sets S of size m for all , with   > 0 the probability that a fun tion f 2 F
Theorem VIII.3: Let

has error larger than  on a randomly hosen
input is bounded
by
 2 !


!
2
16m1:5BR
(m; d; Æ) =
d log2 256m
log2 16em + log2
;
m
Æ
where = maxfBR; D(S; f; ) + g"and


 #

16BR 2
16(D(S; f; ) + ) 2
d=
+

provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.

Proof : The range of linear fun tions with weight ve tors bounded by B when restri ted to the ball of

radius R is [ BR; BR℄. Their fat-shattering dimension is bounded by Theorem III.6. The result follows.

This theorem is dire tly appli able to Support Ve tor Regression (SVR) [13℄, [12℄. Again D(S; f; ) is
the sum of the sla k variables using the  =  -insensitive loss fun tion. The SVR algorithm minimises
the quantity B 2 + C D2 , hen e optimising the bound of Theorem VIII.3.
Note that we obtain a generalization bound for standard least squares regression by taking =  in
Theorem VIII.2. In this ase D(S; f; ) is the least squares error on the training set, while the bound
gives the probability of a randomly hosen input having error greater than . This is summarised in the
following orollary.
Corollary VIII.4: Let F be a sturdy lass of real-valued fun tions with range [ a; a℄ and fat-shattering

dimension bounded by fatF ( ). Fix  2 R,  > 0 and a s aling of the output range  2 R+ . Consider a
xed but unknown probability distribution on the spa e X  f 1; 1g. Then with probability 1 Æ over
randomly drawn training sets S of size m the probability that a fun tion f 2 F has error larger than 
on a randomly hosen input is bounded by   !



!
2
16m1:5BR
2
d log2 256m
log2 16em + log2
;
(m; d; Æ) =
m
Æ
where = maxfa; D(S; f; 2) + g and
0
qP
 12 3
2
16
(
f
(
x
)
y
)
+

(x;y)2S
C 7
B
d=6
4fatF ( =16) + 
A 5

provided m  2= and there is no dis rete probability on mis lassi ed training points.
For the ase of linear fun tions this is a spe ial ase of Theorem VIII.3, namely that obtained by taking
0-insensitive loss. In this ase the algorithm to optimise the bound redu es to Ridge Regression or kernel
Ridge Regression [23℄, [12℄ for a kernel de ned feature spa e.
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As mentioned in the se tion dealing with lassi ation we ould bound the generalization in terms of
other norms of the ve tor of sla k variables
( ((x; y); f; ))(x;y)2S :
The aim of this paper, however, is not to list all possible results, it is rather to illustrate how su h results
an be obtained.
Another appli ation of these results is to hoose the best  for the -insensitive loss fun tion for Support
Ve tor Regression [12℄. This problem has usually been solved by using a validation set, but Corollary VIII.3
ould be used by hoose the value of  whi h gives the best bound on the generalization. We assume here
that a target a ura y  has been set and we wish to minimise the probability that the error ex eeds this
value. The optimum will be the  whi h minimises
R2 + D(S; f ;  )2
;
( )2
where f is the solution obtained when using the -insensitive loss fun tion.
IX. Con lusions

The key ontribution of this paper is a te hnique that enables us to transform hard margin bounds into
soft margin ones, by trading in sla ks of individual training points for in reases in fun tion omplexity.
The advantage of this ex hange is that we are able to analyse fun tion omplexity more easily than taking
into a ount individual margin errors.
The analysis for SVMs has pla ed the heuristi approa h of Cortes and Vapnik [11℄ on a rm theoreti al
foundation. It has therefore demonstrated that by a more dire t optimisation of the desired property
(generalisation) of the linear lassi er, the impasse of the NP-hardness of minimising the training error
has been avoided and an eÆ ient agnosti learning algorithm developed for linear lassi ers. Though the
algorithm is not new, the analysis has already given further insights for SVMs that have been used to
tune their appli ation to Mi roarray data [10℄.
The analysis has also pla ed the optimisation of the quadrati loss used in the ba k-propagation algorithm on a rm footing, though in this ase no polynomial time algorithm is known. The paper has,
however, des ribed variations of the ba k-propagation algorithm suggested by the analysis and we expe t
that further appli ations of the approa h will emerge as more large margin algorithms are developed.
The paper has ontained only a few appli ations of the te hniques in order to demonstrate their generality. As mentioned before the approa h has already been applied to develop a soft margin boosting
algorithm [7℄. Standard boosting has been shown to perform gradient des ent in fun tion spa e optimising
the negative exponential of the margins of the training points [20℄. The exponential fun tion applies something lose to a hard margin penalty to individual margin errors and hen e an su er from over tting
if the training data is noisy and diÆ ult to separate with the available weak learners. Some heuristi
algorithms have been derived for soft margin boosting [21℄, but Bennett et al. [8℄ show how optimising
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a soft margin bound derived using the te hniques of this paper redu es to solving a linear programme
via olumn generation te hniques. The dual variables of the linear programme perform the role of the
boosting weighting of the training examples. Hen e, not only does the algorithm optimise a well-founded
riterion, but instead of being an approximate gradient des ent method, it optimises the riterion exa tly
in polynomial time.
In the ase of neural networks the question naturally arises as to whether there might exist a polynomial
time algorithm for optimising the soft margin bound. This seems very unlikely but hardness results have
always onsidered minimising lassi ation error as in the ase of linear lassi ers, so the possibility is not
as yet ex luded.
From a theoreti al point of view the bounds are only as tight as the results on whi h they depend.
There has been a signi ant tightening of the overing number bounds for linear lassi ers taking into
a ount the stru ture of the training data itself [31℄, [15℄, [26℄ and all of these results ould be ombined
with the te hniques des ribed here to give equivalent soft margin bounds.
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